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1. Introduction

• Correcting the relative ranking of crystal
polymorphs using higher level QM methods with a
fragment-based model within a radial cut off:
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𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = lattice energy; 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = lower level method; ℎ𝑙𝑙
= higher level; method; 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = reference molecule;
• Providing large datasets of dimers for ML model
• Extending earlier work by Dr. David McDonagh [1]
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2. Motivation

• More accurate methods to distinguish between
the energies of the crystal polymorphs predicted
• Allows accurate wavefunction methods to be
applied to lattice energy evaluation
• Significantly reduced computational cost
• Larger training sets and transferable data store
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3. Results

• Working on QM calculations in the CSPy code,
including scheme for identification of identical dimers
and storage of energies, descriptors and selection of
training sets
• Data collection: 6 thiophene molecules (bottom left)
with crystal structures predicted (middle and bottom
right examples)
• Large number of structures in data set (top left); force
field ranking (∆E = change in lattice energy) of known
CSD structure [2] varies over molecules (top right)
• Force field provides excellent structural agreement
with known structure, so that a single-point energy
correction is possible
• BTBT (middle right) shows good initial ranking but
known structure is not global minimum. DFT-based
energy correction without ML: slightly worse energy
ranking (+1.2/+1.5 kJmol-1 for PBE/B3LYP(-D3,631+G**) for space group 14 predictions

4. Further Work

• Investigate QM energy corrections at other levels of
theory with ML and extend to further thiophenes
DNTT III
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